<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>NRSE 3541</th>
<th>NRSE 3091</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 101     | Friday @ BRMC  
Entire Semester  
CRN 12352 | Tuesday @ Woodridge  
1st Rotation + Community/Sim Days  
CRN 12340 |
| 102     | Friday @ JCMC  
Entire semester  
CRN 12353 | Tuesday @ Woodridge  
2nd Rotation + Community/Sim Days  
CRN 12341 |
| 103     | Monday @ HVMC  
Entire Semester  
CRN 12354 | Tuesday @ Woodridge  
3rd Rotation + Community/Sim Days  
CRN 12342 |
| 104     | Wednesday @ BRMC  
Entire Semester  
CRN 12355 | Thursday @ Woodridge  
1st Rotation + Community/Sim Days  
CRN 12343 |
| 105     | Wednesday @ VAMC*  
Entire Semester  
CRN 12356 | Thursday @ Woodridge  
2nd Rotation + Community/Sim Days  
CRN 12344 |
| 106     | Wednesday @ JCMC  
Entire Semester  
CRN 12357 | Thursday @ Woodridge  
3rd Rotation + Community/Sim Days  
CRN 12345 |
| 107     | Wednesday @ IPMC  
Entire Semester  
CRN 12358 | Thursday @ VAMC*  
1st Rotation + Community/Sim Days  
CRN 12346 |
| 108     | Friday @ BRMC  
Entire Semester  
CRN 12359 | Thursday @ VAMC*  
2nd Rotation + Community/Sim Days  
CRN 12347 |
| 109     | Friday @ BRMC or TBD  
Entire Semester  
CRN 12360 | Thursday @ VAMC*  
3rd Rotation + Community/Sim Days  
CRN 12348 |
| 110     | Monday @ VAMC*  
Entire Semester  
CRN 12361 | Wednesday @ Woodridge  
1st Rotation + Community/Sim Days  
CRN 12349 |
| 111     | Monday @ BRMC  
Entire Semester  
CRN 12362 | Wednesday @ Woodridge  
2nd Rotation + Community/Sim Days  
CRN 12350 |
You will have two clinicals this semester. Students are required to register for the SAME section for both NRSE 3541 and NRSE 3091.

NRSE 3541 clinical hours are estimated to be 0630-1530.
NRSE 3091 clinical hours are estimated to be 0700 – 1700.

Rotations for NRSE 3091 are 4 weeks each. The Community and Sim Days are in addition to the 4 weeks and are on the same day as the clinical.

This schedule will be altered for the first few weeks to accommodate for course orientations, math exams, time spent in the lab and facility orientations.

*If you are registering for a section at the VAMC, please note – the VA has some additional requirements that must be completed prior to the semester starting. There will be information regarding these requirements emailed to students. It is VERY important that students respond to these emails in a timely manner so that clinicals may begin as scheduled.

ALL OF THE ABOVE INFORMATION IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE BASED ON CLINICAL SITE AND FACULTY AVAILABILITY. STUDENTS WILL BE NOTIFIED OF CHANGES AS THEY OCCUR.